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Abstract
Healing Model of Nursing Practice in Nursing Homes

Virginia C. Carlson
March 4, 2005

_lntegrated Thesis

x

Field Project

The project is a healing practice model designed to advocate for the
certified nursing assistants and elders in nursing homes. The Healing Model of
Nursing Practice in Nursing Homes was designed to reclaim the inherent
"caring-healing" attributes of nursing that have been excluded from nursing and

the health systems as posited by Watson's Theory of Human Caring. The
model integrates Zen and Reiki into a non-invasive practice, which is a method
of healing that has been promoted by nurse theorists Jean Watson and Martha
Rogers. The model promotes wholeness. The goal is to move our actions

beyond regulatory processes to promote quality of life of our elders as welt as
the certified nursing assistants who are the primary caregivers in the nursing
homes. A participatory, educational module was developed and taught to five

certified nursing assistants. The concepts taught were presence, wisdom,
intentionality and compassion and touch through Reiki when caring for their
residents. The assumption was that when the nursing assistants in their

personal lives practice these concepts and when caring for the residents,
residents will receive quality of care and life.
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1

I

lntroduction

With the advances of science, people are living longer. People over
sixty -five are the fastest growing population not only in industrialized

countries, but also in developing third world countries (Butler, 1997). ln 1997,

the lnternational Longevity Center-USA and The Mission of the Dominican
Republic to the United Nations sponsored a "Quality of Life in Old Age"
symposium. The theme of the symposium (1997) proclaimed that it is "not
enough for people to live Iong. They should also live well" (p.1). The
International Longevity Center-USA made quality of life for the elder populace

a priority. But "quality of life" is subjective and personal. As such, quality of life
can be viewed differently by different cultural groups, historical periods, and
even by different generations. Generally, however, people view "quality of life"
as a feeling of fulfillment and satisfaction in one's life.

The majority of nursing homes in the United States receive funding from
the government through the Center of Medicare or Medicaid Services and are
required to meet Medicare and Medicaid regulations to assure quality of care

and quality of life of the elderly. Aside from the federal regulations, nursing
homes, also known as long-term care facilities (LTC), must also meet each

state's rules and statutes. Substantial non-compliance with federal and state
regulations can result in increased cost to nursing home providers.

Ramifications include, but are not limited to monetary penalties, denial of
Medicare and Medicaid payments, and increased monitoring.
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State and federal reimbursements are based on the services that are
indicated in the comprehensive plan of care, which is based on a Minimum
Data Set (MDS). The MDS is a nationally mandated resident assessment

instrument used to measure quality of care in nursing homes. A set of twentyfour quality indicators assists facility staff and suleyors to identify potential
care problems (Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, 2002). The same
assessment instrument is used to get reimbursement. Therefore, the MDS has
to fulfill another purpose, which is the claim for reimbursement. Since the MDS
is tied with reimbursement, providers carefully document all reimbursable

services to capture the dollars. As a result, nursing home providers hire

additional layers of staff to assure that the nursing care and assistance that
residents receive are thoroughly documented. Additionally, Federal and State

agencies require nursing home staff to obtain necessary credentials, licenses
and/or training. Staff in nursing homes include, but are not limited to,
professional and practical nurses, certified nursing assistants (CNAs), social

workers, chaplains, therapists, and dietary staff.
The assistance and care in nursing homes are provided by nurses, who
delegate some tasks to the CNAs. Often the front line personnel in nursing
homes are the CNAs who, under the supervision of registered nurses, provide
hands-on assistance to residents twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week.

The CNAs assist and care for the residents as directed in the comprehensive
care plan. Although the certified nursing assistants are the staff closest to the
residents, they are at the bottom of the pyramidal organizational structure of
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nursing homes. Often, the residents are not even part of an organizational

structure in most nursing homes (Figure l). The diagram below illustrates the
many small pyramids created in the pyramidal structure (compartmentalization).

This compartmentalization, which consists of the different departments, often
becomes a barrier to collaborative interdisciplinary team for the implementation
of comprehensive care required by the regulations. The double pointed arrows at

the bottom of the pyramid between the residents and the pyramidal structure are
the CNAs. The two points on the arrows indicate the day-to-day dilemma of the
CNAs

- the strict adherence

to the authority at the top of the structure while

trying to meet the needs and provide quality life and care of the residents who
are at the bottom or often outside of the organizational structure. The bold red
arrow signifies the negative, rigid effects of the health care system, bearing down
on the CNAs and the residents.
Figure I The Pyramidal Structure

H

of
LTC Facilities

Small pyramids within the
pyramidal structure
(c om pa rtm ertali z at ion)

lIlIrIfIllrIlIrllll

ierarchic al Structure

CNAs

Elders in Nursing Homes
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ln the United States, government regulations try to assure that quality of

life is afforded to elders in long term care facilities. However, the presence of
regulations does not necessarily guarantee quality of life even if the nursing
home meets all the regulatory standards and is deficiency free. Meeting
regulatory codes such as environmental provisions for cleanliness, space,
lighting, nutritious food and nursing surveillance often lacks the caring-healing

attributes of nursing. Therefore, many people fear "ending up" in a nursing
home even if nursing homes comply with all governing codes.
Often a nursing home is far from being a "home" for elders. ln reality,
nursing homes have become ghettos of elders. They are isolated places.

They are buildings "constructed with straight lines that make squares,
rectangular and triangular shapes. The straight lines create rooms or boxes

which contain one might say, a warehouse of bodies" ((Watson, 1999) p. 243).
Nursing homes are places of entry where one easily loses his/her identity,
privacy, autonomy, security, certainty, familiarity, meaningful relationships and
connectedness. They are living places devoid of meaningful experiences and
personhood. Carboni (1990) compared nursing home living with

"homelessness" (p.34). Foner (1994) noted that nursing homes are the scene
of boredom, isolation, monotony, waiting, loneliness, agitation, depression and
an imposed living routine.
Can we transform these negative perceptions into positive ones? As

stated earlier, meeting regulatory standards is not the answer. Cohen (2002),
who received an award from the American Society of Aging for his advocacy
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for humane living in LTC, stated in his acceptance speech that "quality- ofcare assurance within the regulatory framework does not and cannot move us
into the arenas of social relationships, love, affection, humor, intellectual and
physical stimulation, freedom, responsibility, respect and choice" (p.3),
Given the continuous downsizing, budget cuts, reorganization and staff

turnover experienced by nursing homes, a worsening of the situation seems
inevitable. Faced with these changes, providers must create an environment
that does not compromise quality of life for elders. Meeting regulatory
standards should not be the only focus of nursing home providers.
Although the intent of the regulatory process is to benefit nursing home
residents, it can lead to "officially regulated lives" (Breton, Largent, Lehman,
2001., p. 39), and nursing home staff, particularly the CNAs find it difficult to
build emotional bridges and meaningful relationships with elders. Thoughtful

CNAs often consider the regulatory process to be cold and inhumane; they
want to fulfill regulatory standards in a way that is mutually enhancing and
meaningful for both themselves and the residents. This dilemma has been

described as the "everyday struggles of elderly people and those who work
with them to sustain humanity against the inhumanities of the institutional

order." 1 We need to provide an environment that enhances relevant quality of
life for both groups - the CNAs and the elders.

1

smith's comment on Diamond's book, Making Gray Gold (1992)
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Purpose of project

As indicated earlier, all nursing home staff are required to possess
licenses, certifications or to receive training. To be a CNA, a seventy-five hour

federally designed training program is required. However, the training does not
cover concepts related to care giving such as "social and emotional

encounters" (Diamond, 1992. p.185).The training emphasizes instead, the
mechanistic tasks of giving care, such as helping with the residents' activities
of daily Iiving, maintaining biological functions, measurements, basic

technologies and other mechanistic ways of delivering a "product." ln health
care language, the product is "nursing care and services," which involves
human beings

- the CNAs, who deliver the product

and the elders who are the

recipients of the product. Product delivery is evidenced by documenting the
mechanistic tasks, usually in checklist-like forms, to capture reimbursement.

The product delivered often does not address the deep pains and needs of
elders. Diamond (1992) calls this type of care "caring without the spirit" (p.57)
and Foner (1994) calls this the "hidden injuries of bureaucracy"

(p

59).

In the nursing home, the CNAs under the supervision of the registered

nurse are the direct, perpetual, and consistent caregivers. The CNAs are the
staff who have daily face-to-face encounters with the residents. They are the
backbone staff of the nursing home, and yet CNAs are among the lowest paid

personnel in the nursing home. Many CNAs need two jobs to make ends
meet financially.
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The purpose of this project was to design a healing practice model for
CNAs that they can implement in their care of residents in nursing homes.
They will also be able to practice this model in their own lives. The model
integrates selected concepts from Jean Watson's (1999) Theory of Human
Caring, with concepts from Zen and Reiki to enhance the meaning of the care
experience for the CNAs and, as such, to better the quality of life of elders in a
nursing home.

The assumption was that teaching CNAs the concepts common to
Watson's (1999) Theory of Human Caring, and Zen, and Reiki, and the skill to
apply the concepts in their daily care will enhance CNAs'sense of well being,

self-esteem, and empowerment that will allow them to find meaning and
fulfillment in their jobs. The concepts common to Watson's theory, Zen and
Reiki are presence, wisdom, intentionality, compassion and touch.
Exposing CNAs to these concepts can guide them in their daily

struggles. lt will help them see their human contributions to the welfare of
elders. Learning the skills embedded in the concepts can boost CNAs
confidence, enable them to make practical judgements in working with elders,
and help them to find their work more fulfilling and meanlngful. The concepts
can tap their inner wisdom so that their inner compass can guide them. This

sense of well being and fulfillment will enhance the quality of care and the
quality of life of elders who are entrusted to their care.
Jean Watson (1999) posits that "caring

-

healing modalities have been

excluded from nursing and health systems; the development and
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reintroduction of these modalities are essential for postmodern, transpersonal,

caring-healing models and transformation" (Watson, 1999, p. 129). Similarly,
nurse theorist, Martha Rogers (in Parker, 2001) consistently promoted the
integration of non-invasive care modalities; she offered meditation as one of

the care modalities and also acknowledged and encouraged nurses to use
other modalities that may emerge. The introduction of concepts from Zen and
Reiki, ancient healing practices first practiced in Japan, to long term settings is
heeding the call of these two nurse theorists.
Significance of the project
lntroducing the common concepts of presence, wisdom, intention,

compassion and touch from Watson's (1999) Theory of Human Caring , Zen
and Reiki, can build emotional bridges between the CNAs and elders in a
nursing home. Practicing these concepts can impact a large population of

elders and may lower the cost of health care.
Heath (2003) indicated that people over sixty-five use fifty percent of the
health and social services dollars, twothirds of acute hospital beds, and ninety

percent of community nursing support. lt is predicted that by 2030, one in four
people will be over sixty-five and the number of people aged ninety and over
will double. We need to do better with how we care for elders now. We must

develop innovative ways to strengthen the inherent caring

-

healing attributes

of nursing for the future.
When we think about caring for elders, it is equally important to consider

the needs of the people who work directly with them, especially the CNAs. ln
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June of 2002, the Office of Vermont State Auditor issued a statement: "lf we
treasure our elderly citizens, we must do a better job of caring for these
caregivers who work closely with them." This means giving CNAs livable

wages, paid sick days, time or vacation off, health insurance and other
benefits similar to the employees at the top of the organizational structure.
Studies show that if we take care of the caregivers, there will be less turn over
of staff, which will increase the quality of care and life of elders (p. 6). That

same year, the Boston Globe (March 3, 2002) reported, "lmprovements in
nursing homes will come when a wider society pays proper attention to an
institution that cares for people at the margins of life" (p.7).

lntegrating presence, wisdom, intentionality, compassion and touch
along with the holistic modality of Reiki into the dominant health care system
can enhance the quality of life of elders in nursing homes while it fosters an

environment of compassionate caring and healing throughout the facility.
Promoting these concepts among staff and practicing them has the potential
for transforming long term care settings from isolated elder ghettoes and body

warehouses to caring and healing homes, where quality of life of elders is a
possibility.
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Chapter ll
Relevant Literature
Zen: The concept and the process
The Webster dictionary (Woolf, 1980) defines Zen as "a Japanese sect

of Mahayana Buddhism that aims at enlightenment by direct intuition through
meditation" (p. 1352). Zen is continually studied by scholars as a philosophy, a
phenomenon and a religion (Kraft, 1988). Zen uses Koan, a sacred text that

has been compared to the Bible for Christians, the Koran for Muslims and the
Torah for Jews. Woolf

(1

980) defines Koan as "a paradox to be meditated

upon and is used to train Buddhist monks to abandon ultimate dependence on
reason and to force them into gaining sudden intuitive enlightenment" (p. 634).
Kraft (1988) refers to Koan as a "teaching story" (p 4). Shimano (1988) writes,
"A Koan is simply the time and places where Truth is manifest. A Koan is

.. . a

tool for reaching true insight" (p.70). While contemplating on the Koans, Zen
practitioners do the zazen, a sitting posture for meditative practice to gain
enlightenment.

A Koan example that is recounted many times is one where a student
asked his master how one could see or recognize an enlightened person. The
master replied, "Before enlightenment, one will chop wood and carry water. After
enlightenment, one will chop wood and carry water." What the response means
is that one can not see visible differences between a person who is enlightened

and a person who is not. But an enlightened person (for example a CNA) attains

the "wisdom" to make the right choices (intention) at a given moment. Wisdom
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guides the self in a state of consciousness to an "intentionality" of action that

benefits others (compassion). A person who is full of compassion generates
positive energy. His or her mere "presence" is healing.
Harada (1998) states that Zen is the se/f or the way fo drscoyer the se/f.
"Zen is the reality" (p. 18). Since Zen is the way as well as the se/f, it is important

to recognize and listen to the se/f. This is the truth that must be discerned. lf one
does not "walk the Vy'ay," he or she will fail to reach his or her destination (p.19).
Zen presents lessons of awareness, simplicity, generosity, nonattachment,
nonresistance, compassion and interdependence between all sentient beings
living in the present moment. Nonresistance and adaptability to change are Zen
concepts.
Zen follows the Iaws of nature. Postponing or procrastinating is a habit that

does not fit with the laws of nature. For example, a student may stay up all night
to write an essay to meet the next day's deadline and still get good grades.
However, such cramming does not work for farmers and gardeners. Fruits,

vegetables and flowers are not produced if farmers and gardeners are not
mindful of the seasons . Zen is not reacting but responding to changes calmly and
peacefully with flexibility and strength (Ray, 1996). There is much to learn from
observing nature. Nature teaches us that it deliberately unfolds and evolves in
itself. Chopra (1994) stated, "Nature's intelligence functions effortlessly,

frictionlessly, spontaneously. lt is non-linear; it is intuitive, holistic, and
nourishing" (p.54). Acceptance of the happenings and the occurrences of the
moment are to be in harmony with nature. As Chopra further pointed out, "When

Augsburg College LibrarY
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you struggle against this moment, you're actually struggling against the entire
universe" (p. 57).

As mentioned, Zen teaches a belief in interdependence with all sentient
beings. Thus, Zen looks at a person holistically as connected to all of creation.
Zen points to the importance of the present moment, the "here and now." That
is, living in the present moment we have the chance to influence our life and

the lives of others. The present is fleeting and will become the past and we will
miss the opportunities of the *now" if we worry about the future. Elizabeth

Barrett Browning stated, "Light tomorrow with today" (Foster, 1998, p. 171).
The purpose of this statement is to continuously awaken the self in the present
moment. Awakening of the self generates wisdom, compassion, kindness
generosity, joy and peace,
Reiki, an ancient healing madality

Reiki, pronounced (ray

-

key), means universal life force energy.

According to Zen masters, Reiki is the ultimate source of energy. This energy
is all around us and with its vastness, there is enough for everyone. lt can not
be depleted and is available for everyone to use. Various cultures name it

differently. For example, Chinese call it Qi; Hindus, Prana; Greeks, Pneuma;
Hawaiian;

Ii or Ki; Sioux Indians, Wakouda;

Egyptians, Ka; Russians,

Bioplasma; Christians, Chn'st light and in English, the Breath of Life or Vital

Life Force Energy (Rand, 1991;Morris, 1999).
As a healing practice, Reiki was recorded in 2000-year-old Sanskrit
sutras and discovered by Dr. Mikao Usui, a Japanese Buddhist monk in the
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nineteenth century. Dr. Usui lived and studied in a monastery where the Zen

abbot had a profound influence on him and his spiritual journey. He meditated
on the lessons he learned at the monastery and continually discussed his
thoughts with the monks. He continued to meditate and discovered the gift of

self-healing. His enlightenment convinced him that everyone has this gift of
healing, if he or she pays close attention to what is available. He referred to

the gift as a universal life force that is both internal and external to the self"
That is, human beings possess the internal energy and the environment such
as rocks, mountains, trees, rivers, and the earth possess the external energy
(Vennels, 1999).
Dr. Mikao Usui trained Dr Chujiro Hayashi. Dr Hayashi trained and

initiated Hawayo Takata who introduced Reiki to the West. Although Reiki's
root is Buddhism, one does not have to be a Buddhist to practice and benefit

from Reiki. One does not have to study Buddhism to become a Reiki
practitioner. As Dr. Mikao Usui believed, anyone can practice Reiki (Lubeck,
Petter, Rand (2003). One has only to be opened to the healing force

- the

Universal Life Force. Stein (1995) states that Reiki is being with "a universal
life force from the Great Divine Spirit, it belongs to all who seek and desire to

learn the art of healing" (p. 1). Reiki amplifies the innate abilities of the self.
Reiki healing (Lubeck, Petter, Rand,2003) is based on five principles:
1

. Just for today, don't get angry.

2. Just for today, don't worry.
3. Just for today, be grateful.
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4.

Just for today, work hard.

5.

Just for today, be kind to others (p.2a5).

ln exploring the five principles of Reiki, the most noticeable theme is the
repetition of the phrase "just for today." The five principles are simply written,
but to live with these principles is not easy. One has to work and meditate on
them. That is probably the reason for the repetition of the phrase, "just for

today." lf we can be mindful and follow the principles of "just for today" we can
say that we have done all right ' just for today." You have to be forgiving of

yourself because it is difficult to live with these principles. Reiki's five principles
expressed in five short sentences are lessons of wisdom, compassion,
intentionality and presence. lt is a spiritual teaching that tells us that true
happiness arises when we are in harmony with each other and the universe in

a healthy way. The five principles focus on our actions at the present moment,
the "here and now" (vennell, 1999; Lubeck, Petter, Rand, 2003). The five
principles are short, direct and to-the-point instructions of how we care for

others and for ourselves. They are everyday precepts on how to conduct our
lives. They are guides for harmony and balance. The principles hetp us
connect with each other and with the universe. The principles are as relevant

today as they were 2000 years ago.
The first principle, 'Just for today, don't get angry" encourages us to
refrain from destructive behavior. Anger lowers our energy and causes
physical ailments. Angry thoughts are pollutants of the mind. Harboring these

mental poisons can ruin us (Dalai Lama,2001). They are pollutants that
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consume us from the inside, Like a" curved blade", they do more harm to us
than to others (Albom, 2003. p. 1a1).
The second principle "just for today, do not worry" is a good reminder.

Conventional medicine has proven that worrying causes physiological effeets
on health. Worry and stress are the known causes of hypertension. Ancient
wisdom recognized that worrying has harmful effects. Worry brings fears and
anxieties into the present, which becomes the past and is cycled into the
future.
The third principle, 'Just for today, be grateful." encourages us to be

thankful. ln a broader sense, this principle encourages us to take care of each
other and to honor the earth. The universe and its energy are precious gifts for
anyone to use. lt is entrusted to us. We are the ones as a people who have

the capability of preserving or destroying

it.

The fourth principle, "just for today, work hard" instructs us to work
honestly. Simply put, the statement directs us to work with integrity,
uprightness and to promote social justice. Gandhi (2004) clearly articulated

this concept beautifully when he talked about the seven blunders of the world.
Later, Gandhi's grandson (Gandhi, 2004) added an eighth blundel 'Rrgrhfs
w itho ut respons

i b i I ity.

"

Blunders of the World
Wealth without work
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Pleasure without conscience
Knowledge without character
Commerce without morality
Science without humanity
Worship without service
Politics without principles
Rights without responsibilities
lf there are those who hate us,

Cause may be found in such missteps (p.1).
The fifth principle, 'Just for today, be kind to others" reminds us to be

compassionate. lt is not surprising that compassion is one of the principles.
Compassion is viewed differently in most of the eastern world, from the way it
is understood in the West. For instance, English dictionaries classify

compassion as a noun. Compassion (Woolf, 1980) is defined as "sympathetic
consciousness of others' distress together with the desire to alleviate it" (p.
227). The Eastern meaning of compassion is deeper. From the Eastern
perspective, compassion is a verb. Compassion is analogous to suffering.

Compassion literally (Nhat Hanh, 1991, p. 82) is to "suffer with." lt is a state of
being as well as doing for the other. Compassion is not only a feeling. lt is an
action to lessen or relieve the suffering of others. lt is an intent action. lt is
asking the inner self, "What can I do for him or her so that he or she will suffer
fess." Compassion (Cameron, 2002, p.220) "arises from our innate reason and

empathy, our ability to enter into, and to some extent share in, the suffering of
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others. We recognize ourselves in others, especially those who are

disadvantaged." Compassion is the key to maintaining harmony and balance
in each individual and in the world. Compassion is the intention to do things for

the benefit of others, rather than the self (Dalai Lama, 2001, 2003). "People
with this motivation have such unselfish, intense, impartial compassion for
others that they seek to attain enlightenment" to get utmost benefits (Chodron,
1999. p. 150). lmpartiality means to realize that others have different realities
and worldviews than we do. When we categorize people, we have trouble
behaving with impartiality toward them. Compassion does not mean being

good to friends and to people who are nice and pleasant to us. lnstead,
compassion requires accepting people as they are. Compassion (Stepaniac,
2001) originates from the point of the self but "does not become fully activated
until its embrace includes those outside of ourselves" (p.47). Compassion is
within us but it is only good when it is activated to derive benefits for the other.
Compassion is the path to happiness. When we practice compassion,

we make others happy because we help them with their pains and sufferings.

Ihis generous gesture generates back happiness to us so happiness

is

multiplied by practicing compassion (Dalai Lama, 1998).
Reiki's message as well as the message in the concepts of Zeq both
rooted from Buddhism provides a spiritua! path that urges us to be
continuously vigilant and awake to the constant changes and challenges that
we face daily in our lives. Reiki's fundamental message is to "be in the here

and now with your consciousness. This is the only way for you to come to the
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Great Divine Light. This is the only way for you to change your life for the
better and give it a more spiritual meaning" (Lubeck, Petter, Rand,2003

p.24e).
Advantages of Reiki
Reiki can be an empowering practice in the nursing home setting. First, it
is natural, simple and easy to use. Secondly, it is not invasive. Martha Rogers

(in Parker, 2001) identified the use of non-invasive practices now and in the
future. She proposed the idea that nurses must use "nursing knowledge in
non-invasive ways in a direct effort to promote the individual's well-

being...This focus gives nurses a central role in health care ratherthan
medical care" (p.200). Thirdly, it is a stress reducer. Fourth, it is compatible

with almost all cultures and beliefs. Fifth, it is compatible with all philosophies
of caring. Sixth, it is easy to use because it is always at our fingertips. There is
not much preparation required nor is there a need for instruments and

equipment. Seventh, the fact that the therapy does not use equipment makes
the therapy low cost (Lubeck, Petter, Rand, 2003).
Outcomes of Reiki Therapy
Reiki is a natural healing practice and it is a good and appropriate
adjunct to any complementary therapies. Although not specific to elders, there
are studies that indicate the positive outcomes of Reiki for elders. The findings
of Wardell & Engebretson (2001) suggest that "a single Reiki session has an

effect on decreasing perceived anxiety, increasing signs of relaxation" (p.
444)." According to Brill and Kasurba (2001), Reiki decreases "perceived
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anxiety and increasing signs of relaxation, relief of phantom pain and the fast
progress to use of prosthesis".,.promotes "wound healing, decreasing fracture
healing time and decreasing pain" (p.4)...1n obstetric setting, Reiki may
"decrease anxiety and therefore reduce discomforl during labor"

(p

5)... ln

pediatrics, Reiki "reduced anxiety in children" and in a burn unit, it was helpful

in

"reducing pain"

(p 4). Sawyer (1998) used Reiki with a patient before

and

after a surgical procedure. She stated that preoperatively, it is a "relaxation
technique that acts through the autonomic nervous system to lower the blood
pressure and heart rate to relieve tension and anxiety" and postoperativety,

the patient did not use pain medication (p. 675). Similarly, Brennan (2001)
stated that surgical patients who were given Reiki had "reduced stress levels
before their operations and the therapy had calming effect that helped to

decrease the amount of pain relief needed afterthe operations" (Sawyer 2001,
p. 294). Miles (2002) stated that Reiki is a "holistic therapy that impacts a
person physically, emotionally, mentally and spiritually. Overall, it enhances
health and emotional well being. Even if a person is dying, Reiki can be

healing in that it relieves pain and brings the person to a peaceful state of
mind" (p. 130). Reiki (Edleson, 2003) can be a preventative measure. Reiki
has helped clients to be relaxed and pain free. One client expressed that

because of Reiki, her endometriosis pain was controlled and that she had
avoided a hysterectomy. Nield-Anderson and Ameling (2000) reported that
Reiki promotes comfort, calmness and peace in hospice patients. The inherent

caring attributes of Reiki promote trust and openness of the client and the
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family with the practitioner. The non-judgmental concept of Reiki enhances
trust. ln addition, it is recognition that we are our own healers. lt is only when
we recognize this gift that we can tap our self-healing capability (Cowens,
1ee6).

The concepts of Reiki may be an opportunity for the CNAs' personal
growth. Reiki may enable CNAs to increase self-esteem, empower them, tap
their own gift of healing and tap the healing capability of elders as well. Reiki
has changed people lives. The stories of Reiki practitioners identified positive

outcomes of Reiki use. Vennells (1999) compiled stories of positive outcomes
shared by Reiki practitioners in his book, Reiki, a Beginnels Guide. The
following two stories are examples:

A practitioner who works as a quality manager stated that Reiki is "a
living, ever-changing energy, always responding to the reality of the here and

now" ...[Working with standards, he came to a realization that]... "Laws,
standards, whatever one wants to call them, are those unwilling or unable to
think for themselves. Once on a Reiki path, wE accept responsibility for our

own life, we move away from needing others to tell us or show us the reality in
a given situation" (p.193). One other practitioner said that we should "listen to

our inner voice. The more we do so...the more we trust in our inner/higher
self, the more we see that that this is the only wisdom there is" (p.193). There
are few positive outcomes shared by Reiki practitioners but generally, the

stories are about the joy of having the opportunity to serve others and the
realization of life's purpose. Reiki has Ied practitioners on a spiritual path. Reiki
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is self-healing and assisting others in self-healing. Reiki is transpersonal
healing.

Framework: Watson's Theory af Human Caring
Watson (1999) posits that transpersonal caring-healing happens when
two individuals in a given moment connect with each other and "other
dimensions of being and a deeper /higher consciousness that accesses the
universal field and planes of innerwisdom: the human spirit realm" (p. 115).
Watson further identified that the "caring momenU caring occasion occurs

when two individuals undergo the process of "being and becoming" (p.115). lt
is in this moment that relationship occurs depending upon the awareness,
intentionality of the caregiver and the care receiver. She stated that when two
individuals come together, the togetherness is a great opportunity of groMh

and understanding and a great chance to bring about the human caring
experience. The moment becomes the "focal point in space and time in which

experience and perception takes place" (p.115). The history created in that
moment depends upon the action and choice of the individuals in the caring

occasion. ln a transpersonal caring moment, both individuals connect with
each other and are together in a circle experiencing each other's presenffi.

Watson (1999) discusses rnfentionality as a conscious and deliberate
effort of thought, images and feelings. She points out that there are studies of

the connection between caring , intentionality and energy, which can promote
physiologic effects. She further explains that positive intentionality promotes

satisfactory results. Watson posited that within the "transpersonal caring-
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healing" paradigm is the consciousness and the tnfentionalify "to care and
heal"

(p

126). lntentionality (Butcher, 2001) is "to facilitate human

betterment...and to enhance the client's potentialities for well-being" (p. 209).
lntentionality transforms and sends positive energy to the recipient of the
intention. ln this paradigm, caring comes from the heart, the mind and the
spirit.

Watson also alluded to "presence" as a healing factor. Presence
(Dossey, 1995) is the "state achieved when one moves within oneself to an
inner reference of stability...a sense of relatedness ... implies a quality and
essence of being in the moment" (p. 67) There are three Ievels of presence the "physical presence of 'being there'... the psychological presence of 'being

with'... and therapeutic presence which is closely aligned with caring
consciousness, mindfulness, and intentionality and transpersonal caring"

(l//atson, 1999, p. 225).
Watson's theory affirms caring for wholeness. Unlike conventional
medicine, her theory looks beyond the physical level of the causes of diseases
and infirmities to a unity of mind, body and spirit. Watson believes that for
healing to occur, the wholeness of the person must be honored. This includes
looking at the physical, emotional, mental and spiritual levels.

Watson (1999) stated that in a transpersonal caring moment, a
possibility of new opportunities happens between the person caring for and

the person being cared for. She stated that this "self knowledge and deep
wisdom" is the understanding that we learn from one another. We recognize
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ourselves with others and this recognition perpetually connects us with "the
human spirit" as well as "the spirit of the wider universe" (p. 117).
When we recognize ourselves with others, we become equal with the
other. When equanimity exists among people compassion, Iove, forgiveness,

joy, and peace flow freely (Watson, 1999, Cameron, 2001).
Cammonalties of Zen, Reiki and Watson' theary

There are commonalties between the Reiki expression of Zen and
Watson's (1999) Theory of Human Caring. They both emphasize meditative
practice to attain enlightenment. Jean Watson's (1999) Theory of Human

Caring integrates several Zen and Reiki concepts. Watson maintains that
transpersonal caring and healing is beyond the curing of the physical body.
She brings back the wisdom of our ancestors - the caring of the spirit.
Performing the actions of nursing such as the skills, arts and techniques are
still essential; however these ways of caring are irrelevant if the nurse's state
of "being" with her patient is not honored. As mentioned, transpersonal healing
and caring begins with the self through meditative practice. Chopra (1999)

cited Dr. Ornish's research, first published in a medical journal, The Lancef, of
the benefits of meditation

- "that it prevent, retard, and reverse heart disease"

(p.16e).

Watson (1999) suggests quiet centering. Quiet centering enables one to
be awake, thereby promoting accessibility in tapping the inner self. When a
person is in an awakened state, compassion can flow freely. Quiet centering is
aligned with Zen's mindfulness concept. Quiet centering like meditation when
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cultivated allows one to let go of the ego. Centering connects one with the
inner self to obtain awareness.

Watson's (1999) theory and Reiki embrace the concepts of wholeness
and relationship. Watson states that treating the parts is not healing.
Transpersonal healing only occurs when one cultivates the self to connect with
the sufferings of others through mindful meditation. Healing happens when we
surround those who are entrusted to our care with our presence, compassion
and joy. The practice is to pay close attention to the present and to choose an

action that is best at the moment for the benefit of the self in others. Being in

this state leads us to a path where we can access the wisdom of our
interconnection with each other and the universe. lt is a path to truth, freedom,
choice and responsibility by directing our actions to have quality of life and to
enhance the quality of life of others. lnner wisdom guides the rnfentionality of

our relationships with others and this planet. Wisdom allows us to be in
harmony with all sentient beings.

Watson's (1999) theory agrees with the concept of energy healing
through the seven centers (Chakras) of the body. Chakras are described as
centers of our bodies from the bottom (the base) to the crown (the head). The
chakras are open and serve as the passage of energy distribution throughout

the body. Ancient wisdom thought is that to be healthy, a person must have a
balance of energy throughout the body.

Watson (1999) discusses the importance of touch in nursing and healing.
All physical contact is touch but not all touch is therapeutic. Touch becomes
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therapeutic if the person giving the touch has the right intention- that is to heal,
to care, to comfort and to provide presence and compassion to the other.
Touch when applied as in ancient wisdom, with the right intention from the
person to the other, is based on the concept of energy fields directed towards
physical, emotional, mental and emotional health and healing (Watson, 1999).

The healing power of this "Universal Life Force" is the premise of the
theory of another nurse theorist Martha Rogers. Martha Rogers promoted a
holistic view of healing and encouraged nurses to do the same. Rogers
(1999) stated, "Non-invasive therapies will prevail... [because non-invasive

therapiesl promote human betterment"

(p

10).

Rogers (1990) and Watson (2005) share the holistic view of healing. The
intent of regulations is holistic as wel!. The regulations call for many provisions

to assure the quality of life of elders. Unfortunately, nursing homes have
become only places of physical existence of the elderly. By integrating the
concepts of wisdom, presence, intention, compassion and touch, one is able

to gather ideas and to gain understanding of ways to provide quality of care for
the elderly. The goal is to generate insights and to open ideas to unlock the
potential for change in the culture of nursing homes. lt was from the above
premise that a healing model of nursing practice in nursing homes was

designed. The healing model integrating the concepts of Watson's theory,
Zen and Reiki is discussed in chapter lll.
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Chapter lll
Description of the Practice Model

Healing Model of Nurs ing Practice in Nursrng Homes
Circles are used for the model (See Figure ll). The circles represent the
openness of the model and its emerging nature. Circular models have been

effective and used for thousand of years. The emerging circular model is in
direct contrast with the mechanical, rigid nature of the pyramidal model. These
stark differences are illustrated by Smith (1995, p.200) in Table

Table

l.

I

Differences between Mechanical (Pyramid)

and Emerging (Circular) Model
Attributes

Foundation

Mechanical Pyram id)Model
Nev'rtonian Physics;
Scientific Management

Polarity;
Objectivism- People
become "objects";
Seeks equilibrium
(Balance)
Rig htAlrlrong

Values

Beliefs

Control/dependency,
crucial to success;
Exploitation of environment
is necessary

Emerging (Circular) Model

Quantum Physics;
Chaos Theory;
Servant-leadership;
Complexity Theory;
J ou rney/Seeking/Se rvi ng
DevelopmenUlearning process ;
Consciousness- lntrinsic
Capabilities; Exploration &
Discovery; Disequilibruim
(Chaos creates creative
energy); order vs. Control;
Service; Accou ntability without
control
Regeneration; Emerging;
Whole system evolution;
Call to lead by the Followers;
Complexity; Systems Thinking;
Observation & No Limits;
Power of Relationships ;Whole
Picture thinking; Ownership vs.
Compliance
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Puzzle Solutions

Leadership Styles

Followers Styles

Knowing the whole through
its parts; reductionism;
One right answer;
Segmentation;
Classification'
Categorization
Traditional : Top-down
Expansive & Controlling;
Compliance & Dependency
in Followers
Traditional: Seeks safety &
dependency; self-serving &
ambitious; Compliant &
Rebellious
;

Holographic lnquiry, Open
Systems; Consensus Seeking;
Many possible right answers

g-Gollaborative ;
Counsel of Equals; Ownership;
Trust; Communication are
crucial; Serving First
Emerging - Calls leaders forth;
Accepts empowerment;
Seeks Ownership; Gives up
Dependency and Safety
Seeks lnter-Dependency and
Risk-Taking (Uses Faith &
courage)
Emerg

in

-

The healing model forthis project is composed of circles (Figure ll) and
portrays the integration of common concepts of Zen, Reiki and Watson's
(1999, 2005) Theory of Human Caring. Together, the circles used in the model
represent connectivity and wholeness. The four broken-lined, colored
intersecting circles represent the physical, emotional, mental and spiritual

dimensions of human beings. The colors of the circles represent the auric
fields in the energy-life force. The intersecting broken-lined circles over the
four colored circles, along with "the hands" at the center represents the
concepts of Watson's theory, Zen and Reiki for healing. The concepts are
presence, wisdom, intentionality, compassion and touch. The circumferences
of the circles are broken to symbolize the fluidity of the energy-life force, which
is available to us whenever and however we use it. The spaces between the

broken lines signify the open nature of life and also denote the many choices
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human beings have. The relationships we develop with each other depend

upon how we pass and in and out of these open spaces.
Figure ll
Healing Model of Nursing Practice in Nursing Homes
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The four-broken-lined-colored circles also represent the elderly person's
and the CNAs' human dimensions as they meet in transpersonal caring
momenUoccasion. Likewise, the four-broken-lined, non-colored circles
overlapping the colored circles represent elders and CNAs' caring capabilities.
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This means that elders and the CNAs can augment their inherent caring traits
and attributes in the caring moment or occasion. Together they form a model
that illustrates the connection and unity of the caregiver and the person being
cared for.

The hands on top of the circle with wavy circular lines in the center of the
model represents the hands of the Reiki practitioner. The hands placed over the
colored circles signify the touch and the transmission of energy of the
practitioner to the person being cared for. The hands symbolize the healing

generated by touch and the practitioner's tapping into the recipient's gift of
healing as well. That is, the practitioner, in this case, the CNA in the elder's
environment. The outer broken line circle shows the openness of the healing
moment to the environment and the whole universe,
Meditation and mindfulness are the qualities that the Reiki practitioner
has to cultivate to attain the four powers of healing

-

presence, wisdom,

intentionality and compassion. The sun and the moon connected with a line
represent our relationship and connectivity to all sentient being and the whole
universe. The sun and moon depict the duality of life and remind us that there
is a time to rest, to reflect and to renew. The model portrays the healing
process that will be taught to CNAs in a long-term care facility. The model

(Figure ll) is of unity and healing.
Practice I m plementation

Touch is ancient wisdom. Touch with positive intention, compassion and
presence is healing. Brennan (1993) stated that "The ancients were aware of
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healing power coming from the hands. lt has been around as long as there have
been human beings "(p3).
Palmer (2000) in his book, Let Your Life Speak, shared his experience of
a time that he suffered depression. He stated that there were several people who

stood with him with their simple healing ways during that time. He especially
recounted a friend named Bill who stopped by his home every afternoon, sat him

down in his chair, knelt in front of him, removed Palmer's shoes and socks, and
for half an hour, simply massaged his feet. Bill did not offer advice. He hardly
said anything except intuitive remarks such as "l can feel your struggle today" or
"lt feels like you are getting stronger" (p.63). Palmer said he could not put into

words how much Bill's ministry meant to him. Bill's actions illustrate the healing
power of mere presence, compassion and touch with intentionality.

Touch is essential for human survival. Parents start bonding with their
child through touch. When a baby cries, parents inherently touch and caress to

soothe him or her. This attention and intention give the baby a sense of
security. Touch is the bonding element between parents and their child. lt is at

this early stage that spiritual bonding is developed between parents and their
children as well. Chopra (1997) stated that "without these primitive responses
from the environment, the human organism cannot flourish; it will languish and
wither as surely as a flower deprived of sunlight" (p.32).
Touch is a need across the continuum of life. ln orphanages where
babies are not touched and handled, these babies have a lower chance of
survival and some even die. Touch is needed in any age group, including the
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elderly. However, studies show that people receive less touch, as they grow
older (Rozema, 1986). This leads to elders suffering from skin hunger or skrn
povefty. Skin hunger is a form of malnutrition that has reached epidemic
proportions in the United States and is often acute in the elderly.
The elderly are touched routinely when CNAs do the mechanistic tasks
of maintaining the elder's biological functioning and helping them with their
activities of daily living. However, elders need more than routine, mechanistic

kind of touch by the CNAs. What elders need and long for is the kind of touch
that conveys intentionality, presence and compas=,on, like Reiki, massages,
and other healing touch modalities.
A one-year demonstration project of the application of Tender Touch
massage at Schervier Nursing Care Center in Bronx, New York produced
positive outcomes (Sansone, & Schmitt, 2000). The qualitative findings had
positive effects on the CNAs, the residents and their families. Most of the
CNAs enjoyed being participants of the study. They expressed and shared the
positive effects of tender touch for elders. The families who participated in the

study also recounted positive outcomes"
The flexibility of Reiki allows persons to have a choice of how treatment

can be done. The treatment can be done according to a person's preferences

- with or without touch. Residents who suffer from skin hunger

may prefer the

application of touch, so Reiki may be a response to skin hunger among elders.

Since Reiki can be done without touching, it is also appropriate for clients
whose belief and values do not allow touching. The main goal of the project is
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to enhance health and healing for both the CNAs and elderly residents of
nursing homes.
Assumpfions
The CNAs have low paying jobs in the nursing home. To make ends
meet, many nursing assistants hold two jobs, which can mean as much as
sixteen hours of work per day. For nursing assistants that do not own a car, this
can mean another two or three hours of public transportation to commute to
work.
One of the Center of Medicare and Medicaid Services regulations that
long-term care facilities have to meet is to assure that elders are free from

abuse and neglect. Long-term care providers must develop and implement
policies and procedures to assure that the facilities are "doing everything within
their control to prevent abuse and neglect occurrences" (p. 50). The policies
and procedure must include seven components

- screening,

training,

identification, prevention, protection, investigation, and reporting/response.

CNAs' long working hours can lead to tiredness and exhaustion.
Tiredness can easily make CNAs short tempered and impatient with elders
which can result in abuse or the neglect of elders. Acknowledging the
possibilities of negative behaviors that arise when CNAs are tired serues to
identify the potential of abuse and neglect. The attainment of the concepts of
presence, wisdom, intentionality and compassion promotes inner peace and

joy. With this conscious awareness, it is unlikely that CNAs will harm
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residents. lntegrating these concepts with the in-services in the nursing homes
can meet the training component requirement of the regulations.
Positive learning obtained from the inservice if practiced by the learners
becomes applicable for the preventian and the profection components of the

abuse prohibition policy. ln essence, the class meets four components required
by regulations for the development and the implementation of the abuse and
neglect policies and procedures. For instance, one of the characteristics of the

healing model is mindfulness of actions how" for the benefits of others. The
assumption is that if CNAs cultivate their minds and unceasingly practice the
four concepts daily in their lives and in their caring for the residents, it is unlikely
that they will abuse or neglect elders. When the four concepts are cultivated,
the tedious of "investigation and repofting" will not be necessary.
Learning the concepts can also heighten the CNAs awareness of the

suffering of elders and thus CNAs may practice the concepts consistently in
their work. This can bring about the CNAs' finding purpose and meaning in
their job and thus result in less turn over of staff, which will accomplish more

consistency of care. Consistency of staff promotes a positive relationship
between CNAs and elders. When this happens, an environment of joy,
connectivity and peace develops. This positive environment attracts positive
energy among staff, elders and their families. This positive landscape changes

the image of a nursing home. This favorable image is an opportune marketing
tool for a nursing home to entice customers. The end benefit of this process is
healing for all.
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Pracedu re for praject implementation

An educational in-service was given to CNAs in an urban LTC facility
who volunteered to participate in the project. The goal was to teach CNA
participants the holistic modality of Reiki. Reiki modality shares similar
concepts of Watson's (1999) Theory of Human Caring and Zen. An

educational module was developed so the CNA participants could be certified
as Level I Reiki practitioners. The expectation was for the CNAs to practice the
concepts of Zen and implement Reiki practice when appropriate in caring for
elders in an urban long term care facility. The following procedural steps were
implemented to teach the educational rnodule to the CNAs in a nursing home

that had agreed to host the project.

1. Verbal commitment from five CNAs' participation

of the project was

obtained through the director of nursing.

2

Teaching of Reiki, including the description of the treatment
environment, the procedure before and after the treatment and how

to do self-healing was carried out.

3

A Zen journal (Appendix A) was given to each CNA to write his/her
reflections or to write Haiku (Appendix B) with the application of Zen
concepts and the practice of Reiki when applicable. Haiku is a type of

Japanese poetry, which consists of only seventeen Japanese
characters or seventeen or less words.

4

Reflections or the Haiku that included the caregivers' thoughts,

feelings, insights and description of themselves and the residents
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they cared for and the environment was encouraged. Conversations
with the caregiver participant and other staff were requested and
recorded as well. The feedbacks from the participants were gathered

for a period of a month (the CNAs scheduled days to work).

5

The Reiki module (Appendix C) was taught in an eight-hour class.
The class schedule depended upon the director of nurses who
determined the funding and the availability of the CNAs. The director

of nurses recruited the CNA volunteers.

6

Another Reiki master was hired to meet the timeline and to help with
the attunements required of students to be certified as Reiki-Level

I

practitioner. Attunements are also known as initiations or
transmissions. Attunements differentiate Reiki from all other healing
modality. Attunements are transmissions of energy which open ones

inner healing channel, allowing more Universal Life Energy to flow.
"At each attunement, a kind of cleansing takes place on a physical,

emotional, mental and spiritual level. The attunements release blocks
toxins" (Honervogt, 1998, p.24).

7

The class was informal and participatory. The session included a
lecture, power point presentation, meditation by listening to a CD that

explained chakras (Anodea,2001), demonstration of the Reiki
treatment (self-treatment, mini treatment, full treatment).

8

A fifteen-minute discussion regarding journaling and Haiku was done
after the eight hour class.
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r

A journal notebook with selected quotations related to the

concepts of presence, wisdom, intentionality, compassion was
given to the participants. The quotations served as guides for
reflection.

r

Handouts of examples of Haiku poems were distributed.

.

A Reiki handbook was given for the students' reference.

.

The students' commitment to write their reflections through
journaling /Haiku or feedback sessions was requested.

10. The participants received a Level I Reiki Certificate (Appendix D).

Anticipated outcomes
Journals, conversations with CNAs and staff will provide insights into the

outcomes of the practice and effectiveness of the model. The anticipated
outcomes were obtained by:

1. Gathering

the CNAs' journal and identifying themes within the

journal.

2.

Conducting short, unstructured or informal feedback sessions

from CNA participants

3.

Putting the derived themes obtained, into categories.

4.

Having informational meeting with facility staff representative as

far as the progress or lack of progress of the project.
The next chapter discusses the procedure of how the project was
conducted as well as the process in the implementation of the project. lt also
discusses the roadblocks encountered and the achieved outcomes. ln addition,
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it summarizes hopes, predictions and outcomes of the project when the healing

model is practiced in nursing homes.
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Chapter lV
lmplementation

ln launching the praject
Calls were made to LTC facilities to discuss with them the proposed

project. Copies of the project proposal were distributed to three directors of
nurses (DON) of long term facilities and to two housing directors (HD) of two
assisted living facilities who expressed interest in allowing the project to be
launched in their facilities.
Of the three DONs who were given a copy of the project proposal, two
expre$sed interests in having the project launched in their facilities. The other

made no comment and when asked what she thought of the proposal, she
stated she had not had the time to read the proposal. Another DON was
interested in the project but did not have the funds to pay for the CNAs to attend

the class. However, she was confident that she could get volunteer participants
for the class and was willing to put flyers out to solicit volunteers.
Roadb/ocks
There were minor hindrances with the project proposal. One was due to
the word, Zen. The concern of one housing director of two assisted living
facilities was that they employ CNAs or resident assistants (RA) from different

cultural backgrounds and she was concerned that the project may be viewed as
something that is religious and would cause a conflict with their beliefs and
culture. Also, Reiki was "foreign" to the staff. One housing director was
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interested in the project but did not want to make a definite time commitment for
the implementation of the project.
Another roadblock of the project was the journaling task. Although the
participants acknowledged the benefits of journaling and writing Haiku, the
participants did not practice it consistently. The participants put their feedback
about the class in writing but the participants preferred to give their input about

their practice verbally.
lmplementation of the project
Sholom West, a nursing home in St Louis Park, Minnesota was chosen
for the project implementation site for the following reasons:

1. The DON of Sholom

West made the assurance that he could get at

least five CNAs to participate in the class on the specified date

(October 26,2004).

2. The CNAs would be paid for attending
3. Adequate space and equipment

the class.

were available for the class.

4. The DON was the first to commit to the implementation

of the project

at Sholom Home and thought the project was worthwhile.
Participants' feedback about the class during fhe c/ass sessron

The class was held on October 26, 2004. Five CNAs were in the class.
The participants were generally engaged during the whole session. They
expressed an admiration of their facility's administration for sending them to
attend the class with pay. At least three have verbally expressed gratitude and

were glad that they were asked to participate in the class. One stated, "This is
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an opportunity for us to afiend a class on our off day and get paid for it."
Another attendee stated, "l'm glad, I came. This is a different class. lt is not just
one of those dumb classes." Three students openly discussed the different
sensations they felt during and after each attunement. Four attunements were
given to each participant. They also commented on the "journal notebook" that

was provided because each page contained thoughts of wisdom to guide them
in their journaling process. They all thought that the quotations in the "journal

notebook" would be helpful guides for reflections.
Synopsrs of feedback about fhe clas s obtained days after fhe c/ass

CNA 1: When signing for the class, I really didn't know what
to expect. I did not know if it was something that I would even
enjoy. Now, I must say though that the class was interesting and
insightful" I had a great time. I learned about Reiki and how I can
use it in my line of work. The class atmosphere was very good

because it was hands on and we were all participants. We really
got involved. The teachers were great and had evefihing well
organized. They kept our attention. l'm glad I went and I will
continue to share my experience with others. I wish all CNAs would
have a chance to attend a class like that.
CNA 2: The class was new and very informative to me.
enjoyed the relaxed method of teaching

-

I

lots of give and take.

The teacher was very open to Iistening to the class mernbers. Lots
of new information was presented but some of it was repeated so
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that we could understand it. Very good hands-on and participation
by the class members. Hearing the "Zen" word, I was first taken

aback

-

I guess, it is the old mysticism and my stereotype. I found

the principles of Zen to be helpful in my life and in caring for others.
It all seems to come down to compassion.

CNA 3: I found the Reiki class very interesting. lt helped me

to become more aware and more in touch with the residents who

I

care for day to day. I am more in tune and conscious that my mere
presence and being present with a resident can be healing. My

approach in caring for residents has changed. Now, I noticed how a
simple touch on the resident's shoulders has calming effects. I feel

that l've become effective myself as well. I am less stressed in
caring for the residents. lt has made my work easier

- easier for the

residents and for me.
CNA 4: I staft by thanking the organizers and Sholom's
administration for all the arrangements that made it possible to
meet and learn what I did not know before. !t is amazing that there
is power within a person and this energy can bring comfofi and
healing. The power of compassion was the message I received.

I

could actually feel the energy flowing within me" I trust that this
must be very comforting and healing for the residents and I highly

recommend it to be practiced on the residents. However, the night
after the class, I did not sleep all night because I kept having
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dreams of people choking and strangling me. lwas scared.

I

thought then, that it was an outcome of the class. lf it does not
interfere with my religion as a Christian, I look forward to practicing
it at work and with my family.

The DON also emailed on what he heard about the class
and stated, "l heard the class was outstanding."
Synopsrs of what was said from the participants: Re

- Practice

lnformation about the Zen and Reiki practice was obtained from the four
participants (CNAs). One CNA would not practice what was taught and would
have nothing to do with it because she said, "l am a born again Christian. I have
all the handouts and you can have it."

Another CNA was glad to see me and was enthusiastic telling me about
how glad she was that she came to the class. She shared with me that she has
much stress in her life. She told me that the class was refreshing and that the
class fed her. Below is the excerpt of this conversation.
After the class, I said to myself, l'm going somewhere

-

and to be by myself. My children told me not to harm myself and

alone
I

said, lwon't. So ldrove to the North Shore, observed the beauty of
nature and was just present with nature. That was all I did. I enjoyed
nature alone and amazingly, I felt peace. I never felt that peaceful.

And you know I will continue to do this- spending time by myself. You
know, I shared with the other staff what I Iearned from the class. I told
them, you know, all we do is work, work, and work and not find time to
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rest, reflect and renew. I still have the poster you gave us. Also
learning from nature, about compassion

- I like the one page you

gave us about'Ifie Lessons from the Geese'(Appendix E). I want to
frame that and put it in the nursing station. There are a lot of lessons
to be learned from "The Geese." You should come here and visit with
me again. I can tell you more

-

a lot of things, things that the class did

to rne-for my personal groMh.
I think about

the concepts taught in that class. The class

gave me healthy insight. You know when I was at the North Shore,
I

grabbed beautiful driftwood, shaped of a teardrop. The driftwood

fit perfectly on the palm of my hand, The driftwood now is on the
table in my room. When l'm stressed, I hold this driftwood and

I

don't know for some reason, it feels good. Now, I also read poems
about life. I think of that class and what I got from it. You know, l've
been telling people with what I learned.

Another CNA stated:
I have been practicing the concepts a

lot. Now when I pass

pills, ! take rny time. My medication pass is longer but the residents
are taking them without any fuss. I mean there are residents who
are difficult to give pills to but now these residents are less

resistive. Before, I rushed to get done in giving medications. Now,
find myself being patient with residents and I touch them now.

I

I

use Reiki with my six-year old son. lt is difficult to calm him down at
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the end of the day. Now, I lay down with him and do Reiki to him. lt
works. He sleeps better. I sleep better too. I believe in the concepts
of presence and compassion and totally back up Reiki. The

concepts help me personally. I take time for myself and I'm
conscious of what I do. Now, I touch and hug my grandma more.
Practicing the concepts improves my life and helps to better the life
of others. I totally believe that practicing them is beneficial.
The third CNA stated:

Touching residents when I do cares was natural for me but
now I do touch the residents more often. I am conscious of how I
touch them and the way I speak to them. To get their attention,

I

speak in a calm voice. There is one resident who used to give me
trouble. Now, I have less trouble with her. She is difficult to
understand but now I can understand her better. Also, now I know

what 'ticks' her. She still gets agitated but less so. When I care for
her, I touch her gently. For example, I rub her back when we walk
down the hall. I know how to approach the residents better. The
attunements must have helped.
The fourth CNA stated:
I liked the class. I had no problem with the class but as I had

already said - the night after the class I had nightmares. lt was like
someone was choking me. Also that I was drowning or that
someone was squeezing my lungs and liver. lwas really scared.

I
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have never had that kind of experience before. I thought about the

class. Maybe because the roots of Zen and Reiki are Buddhism

-

and I am a Christian, a strong Christian. When asked what was not
Christian in the concepts of presence, wisdom, positive intention,
compassion, touch and healing, she stated, "l do not know.

I

practice those. I touch the residents when I care for them. I just try
not to think about Buddhism,"

A summary of the benefits that emerged from the practice is tabulated in
table lll. Resident's benefits emerged from CNAs observations.
Table lll
Benefits that emerged in the practice of the healing model

Certified

N

ursing Assistants

Residents

Feeling peaceful

Calmness and relaxed

Change in daily pace-taking time to rest, renew
and reflect

Residents take med ications
with less resistance

More appreciation of being with nature

Less agitation

Enhanced relationships

Respond to CNAs
communication

Gratefulness of each other
Better handling with life stresses
Positive perspective with life and work
Conscious of the positive effects of practicing
presence, wisdom, intention and compassion
Conscious of the therapeutic effects of the
positive intent of touch
Cha lqed attitude toward caring

Positive response to CNAs'
touch
Much improved CNAs and
residents' relationsh ip
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Outcomes assu mption prediction
The four CNAs in Sholom West are usually assigned eight elders in an

eight-hour shift. Translated mathematically, indirectly the class has reached and
benefited thirty-two elders daily. The class has benefited the four attendees as

well. This is a small step but a-mile-walk starts from one step. The positive
outcomes are not monumental. The practice is simple, little acts of kindness but
when duplicated or multiplied, it has a potential to transform the lives of the
CNAs, our elders and the nursing home environment.
The goal for the project was to advocate for the elders who are living in

nursing homes who are marginalized. The hope was that if the attendees of the
class practice what was taught, when caring for elders, the project might be
worthwhile. Four of the five participants practiced what was taught. All four
participants stated that they benefited from attending the class personally as the
concepts taught have changed their outlook in life and their interaction with
nature and their relationships with our elders.

As stated, the project is a healing practice model designed not only to
help elders but also for personal practice. The model is self-healing because it
is only the self who is capable of healing. lt is self-empowerment. Self-healing is

a personal journey, "a rite of passage, designed by yourself as one of the
greatest learning tools we will encounter" (Brennan, 1993,

p 12).The model is

designed to reclaim the inherent "caring-healing" attributes of nursing that have
been excluded from the health care systems today. The caring-healing

attributes are lifted up as posited by Watson's (1999) Theory of Human Caring.
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The model is an integration of non-invasive modalities, which was promoted by
nurse theorist, Martha Rogers. Both nurse theorists promote wholeness
healing, which is also a precept of Zen and Reiki.

Cowling Ill (2000) stated that "clinicalization of human experience by the
health care disciplines has been instrumental in denying important facets of

human life and not fully accounting for the essence and wholeness of
experience" (p 1). The proposed healing model is designed not only for physical
enhancements and fulfilling mechanistic tasks but also provides a nourishing
environment that tends to all the facets of human existence for elders and the
people who work with them. lt creates an environment where all the people
build meaningful experiences. lt is departing from the ghetto atmosphere of

elders in nursing home. lt is a plaee where people nurture and nourish each
other. lt is forming a community of life-making and continuous growth. lt is
sustaining meaningful relationships. lt is creating a home for elders.
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Chapter V
Implications of findings for advanced nursing practice
The tumover of front-line staff
Throughout the country, there is a serious problem with turnover of

frontline caregivers in long term care. This turnover creates serious negative
consequences for three stakeholders, namely, consumers, providers and

workers and it is a topic that deserves more attention than it has been given,
Table !V demonstrates the frontline turnover cost as illustrated by Dorie
Seavey, (2001) a labor economist (p. 13).
Table lV
Frontline Turnover Cost Accounting

1. Provider Enterprise Costs
Direct costs
. Separation (exff interuiews and administrative processrng, experience-rate
increases ln unemployment insurance, legal fees)
. Vacancy (additional overtime, use of temporary hires)
. Replacement (advertising, screening applicants, interviewing, selecting
candidafes, physical exams, IB fesfs, Hepatitis B vaccinations, background
verifications, employment testing and certification, hiing bonuses)
. Training and orientation (farmalclassroo m training and on the job training)
. lncreased worker injuries (/osf days, experience-rateincreases rn Workers
compensafrbn)
ln direct Costs

e
.
r
.
.

Lost Productivity until replacement trained (inefficiencies attributable to
depailing employee, temporary staff,(or vacancy), and new employee)
Reduced seruice quality (penalties, fines, and lower quatity measure
ratings from regulatory and monitoring agencres, ma lpractice ctaims)
Lost client revenues and/or reimbursement
Lost clients (existing and potential) to other agencies due to
deterioration in agency imagen etc.
Deterioration in organizational culture and employee morale adversely
impacting reputation, selice quality, and further increasing turnover
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2, Cost at service Delivery Level
Consumer/Clients
a
Reduction in quality of care and life
a
Care hours not provided
Workers
. lncreased worker injuries
. lncreased physical and emotional stress
. Deterioration in working conditions leading to increased likelihood to

quit

3, Third- Party Payer costs

'I
o

Under funding of care services due to financial drain of turnover
lncreases downstream medical costs for Medicaid and Medicare due to
illness and injuries attributable to reduced service quality
Higher levels of institutionalization of clients due to insufficient
community-based staffi ng and quality of care
Table lV shows how staff turnover contributes to the skyrocketing cost of

health care. High cost is one of the major concerns of the current health care

system and this trend will likely continue. However, the high cost of health care
does not necessarily translate to quality care and quality of life for our elders.
As cost containment is addressed in the health industry, words such as
downsizing, reorganization and restructuring have become common. There may
be benefits in cost containment if quality of care and life of the people is not
compromised. Advanced practice nurses have a role to prevent health
inequities.

With a continuous increase of people living over sixty-five and a
"decreasing number of workers, the Social Security system is expected to be
insolvent in 2030, if not sooner. Medicare also is expected to be nearly
insolvent by 2008" (Grossman &. Valiga, 2000, p. 168). Faced with this
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prediction, advanced practice nurses need to find and promote caring ways that

produces positive outcomes that will decrease, if not avoid health inequities
especially among our elders.

The reality of the health care system today is continuous budget cuts

in

the system. The challenge for advanced practice nurses is to deliver quality of
care and life at low cost. Nurses need to advance new approaches that are less
costly yet derive positive outcomes for elders,

The intent of the proposed model is to offer an advanced nursing
intervention for caring and healing for elders who live in nursing homes. To
provide quality of care and life of our elders, nurses need to recognize that the

CNAs play an important role in nursing service since they are the staff in
nursing homes that are closest to the elders. The proposed model is nurturing,

corroborating, partnering and being in alliance with CNAs to attain a common
goal

- the healing of our elders as well as themselves. Collectively,

the model

illustrates how registered nurses can corroborate and share with the CNAs'of
their common struggles due to the brokeness of the healthcare system. lt is
sharing, supporting and taking responsibility for the benefit of elders. lt is
service through shared leadership. The model is low cost, non-invasive and can
be easily practiced nof tomorrorar but today to promote for the quality of care

and life of our elders now. The healing model is easy to implement and a
relatively safe and an appropriate adjunct with conventional practices.
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Chapter Vl

The practice model shows us that we can create in a nursing home, an
environment that promotes quality of life and quality of care for elders as well as
for the people who care for them. The following recommendations make this

kind of environment a possibility.
Recommendations

1.

lndividuals working in the health care system should be taught the
Watson lZen concepts of presence, wisdom, intentionality,

compassion and the positive benefits of touch. These topics should
be the topics for yearly in-service.

2.

Zen concepts should be part of the curriculum for health related
degrees.

3.

Reiki and other holistic healing modalities should also be taught to
caregivers. Caregivers should be encouraged to practice Reiki for

self-healing and for the healing of elders.

4.

When there are budget cuts, the staff providing the nursing services
should not be the target for the cuts especially not CNAs. CNAs are
impoilant members in the nursing service team.

5.

When downsizing is planned, the staff providing nursing services
should not be the first to be considered in the elimination process.

6. lf the organization is serious in providing

quality of cares for elders,

the organization should care for the CNAs by offering them good
health benefits and satisfactory working conditions.
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7. The CNA-resident ratio assignment should be a reasonable

load for

CNAs in an eight-hour shift to allow for building emotional bridges
between CNAs and elders.

8.

Our elders are one of the major recipients of health care inequities.
Continuous efforts of advocacy for elders should be encouraged

through awareness and innovative programs such as this healing
model.
Ref/ecfr'ons

Federal and state regulations in LTC facilities are implemented for the
protection of the vulnerable population residing in these facilities. Regulatory
mandates have a place. They are precepts written to create order and to protect
people. There are many kinds of regulatory mandates

- environmental,

business, trade regulations, etc. Regulatory mandates have their merits, but
inherent to the regulatory mandates are the righUwrong polarity and compliance

values. Ramifications/punishments instill fear in providers. Because of fear and
the drive to be in compliance, the organization often loses its focus (the
residents) and resofts to alternatives such as controlling and exploiting the
environment for complete adherence from its workers. ln the meantime, there is
a deterioration of the intent of the regulations, which are meant to benefit the

resident. The above scenario is one path.
One other recourse is the "what if' resource. What if we follow the "natural
law," the voice of the inner self? Wisdom is heeding the call of the inner setf.

When one listens to the inner self, he or she will come up with good intentions for
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the betterment of others. He or she will have cultivated compassion. Compassion
is a value. lt is our first-hand awareness of pains and suffering. Compassion can
be summarized in one short sentence - help others and harm no one. That is a
Iaw simply stated. Compassion is presence. Watson's theory, Zen and Reiki

encompasses caring-healing attributes that creates an environment for people
(the elders and the people who work for them) to grow. A positive environment
can grow if we involve the frontline staff in the caring-healing of etders. When

CNAs practice the caring-healing concepts of presence, wisdom, intention,
compassion and touch through Reiki, everyday, one-day -at -a -time, evenTusf
for today, a community of humanity is created in nursing homes. Flagan (2000)

stated, "When we transform nursing homes into human communities...we will
ultimately change the very nature of aging in America" (p. iii).
Conclusion
ln conclusion, the prospect of more CNAs practicing the concepts of
presence, wisdom, intentionality and compassion, and utilizing touch by means

of Reiki, will move us beyond just complying with the regulatory process. When
CNAs practice the concepts personally and when caring for elders, there is a
potentiality of changing the culture of nursing homes. A likelihood of transforming
nursing homes from "ghettoes of elders" to places of comfort, love, joy,
generosity and peace is a possibility. When this happens, the healing model of
nursing practice for nursing homes will have merits for elders. As Chopra (1994)
stated,
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We are all "travelers on a cosmic journey -stardust, swirling and
dancing in the eddies and whirlpools of infinity. Life is eternal.
But the expressions of life are ephemeral, momentary, transient
.

.. we have stopped for a moment to encounter each other, to

meet, to love, to share. This is a precious moment, but it is

transient. lt is a little parenthesis in eternity. lf we share with
caring, lightheartedness, and love, we will create abundance and
joy for each other. And this moment will have been worthwhile"
(p.1 1 1).
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Power-of-Presence
We must build a new model of power that is defined as
"presence"- presence of awareness of my own strengths and
weaknesses, a deep respect for the SELF of me and therefore a
respect for the sELF of others. We must journey toward the
individual wholeness of each within the group structure. We must
soften and/or relax the barrier between the intellect and the emotions
so that the powerful and wonderful material of the unconscious
becomes available to the individual and the group. We must be
present to self and others. Power in and of itself is neutral. We must
take responsibility of our own actions and choose to know our own
intent and the intent of the group before we simply follow a plan of
actron. Power-over demands that we do things we don't choose to do.
Power- of- presence means we choose carefully and understand our
- Grace R. Rowan
intentions.
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The secret to leadership is ...to
think of your position as an
opportunity to serve, not as a
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fJaiku
Haiku is a form of poetry popular in Japan, which is becoming more widely
appreciated around the world in this century. The challenge of poets in writing
this type of poetry is to convey a message by using only 17 characters. The

poems are valued for their Iightness, simplicity, openness, and depth.
The rules of writing Haiku are clear in Japanese language. ln English and
other languages, there is no consensus of how to write such poems. However,
the poems possess the following characteristics.

1.

Haiku-poems can describe almost anything, but have no themes, which are

too complicated for normal people's recognition and understanding. The
refreshing characteristic of the poems is that the poems describe familiar and

daily happenings. ln other words, the poems provide the reader with new
experiences of customary, ordinary, and usual offiurrences.

2.

Haiku poems must consist of respectively 5,7, and 5 syllables in three units.

This is difficult to attain in English due to the variations in the syllabic lengths.

3.

The cutting divides the Haiku into two sections with the two sections
independent of each other. However, the two sections must enrich the
understanding of the other. In English, a colon, long dash or ellipsis is used

to indicate the cuttings, which are either the first or second lines.

4.

Each Haiku must contain a kigo, a season word to indicate the season of
which Haiku is set.
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Appendix C

RELNL MOilWLC
vLrgLwLa C. CarLson, R-N, pl-tN

DescrrltLow
The module introduces Reiki as a healing modality for elderc. lt

presents information such as Reiki's history, its benefits and some

conducted studies of ib efficacy. The module is for informational
purposes. lt integrates the Zen concepts of presence, wisdom,

intentionality and eompassion. lt is designed to invite interested audience
about Reiki. The module discusses Reiki as complementary to other
healing modalities which includes traditional medicine.

LearwLwg Dbj ectLves
After completing the module, learners should be able to:

1. Describe briefly the history of Reiki.
2. List the benefits of Reiki.
3. Point out the four concepts common to Reiki and zen,

4. Generate the appreciation of Reiki modality,
5.

lrst 2-3 kinds of pain.

6. Lisf reasons

for "skin hunger orskln pavefi" in elders.
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7. List af leasf lpositive outcome of Reiki.

Cowter/Lt Or,rtLLwe
l. lntroduction

ll,

History

lll. Advanfages of Reiki
o

It is an appropriate response for the "skin hunger "of our elders.

a

It is simple to do and is at our fingertips. There is no arranging of furniture in

the resident's room. lt can be done sitting or in bed.
t

It is non-invasive and therefore it is safe.

o

It is compatible with other cultures or philosophies of care.

t

It is low cost because there is no need for equipment and instrumentation.

a

It is a relational therapy so it promotes and enhances trusting relationship.

a

Enhances the residents' quality of life.

o

Anyone can learn Reiki.

lV. Conducted Sfudr'es on Rerkr's efficacy
Vl

l. Attendees' feedback
See separate sheet.

Vlll. References.'
See separate sheet.
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Atte wdees' Gv aLwatLow/Feedb ac [e,
Attendees may choose to write a narrative feedback of the class or may answer
the questions below.

1.

Describe the concept of Reiki.

2. List at least 2 commonalities of Reiki, Watson's theory of human caring

&

Zen.

3. List at least 3 advantages

4.

of Reiki sessions in the NH setting.

How does Reiki help the reduction of "skin hunger or skin poverty" in elders?

5. who founded Reiki & how was Reiki brought to the west?
6. Give 1-2 positive outcomes of Reiki.
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When a goo$e falls out of fomation, it suddenly feels the drag and resistance of
ftyins alone. It quickly move$ back into formation to take advantage of the tifting
power of the bird immediately in front of it.

Lesson: When we have ils much sense fls fl goose, we stay in formatton
with those headed where we wilnt to go. We are willing to accept their
help and give our help lo others.
When the lead goose tires, it rotates hack into the formation and another goose flies
to the point position

Lesson: It pays to take turns doing the hard tasks snd sharing leadership.
As with geese, people are interdependent on each other's skills,
capabilities and untque firrilngements of gtfts, talents and Fesources.
The geese flying in formation honk to encourage those up front up their speed.

Lesson:

oar honking is encouraging. In groups
where there is encourflgemenfi the production is much greater. The power
of encourilgement (to stnnd by one's heart or core values and encourilge
the heart or core values of others/ is quulity honking we seek.
We need to make sare

When a goose get sick, wounded, or shot down, two geese drop out of formation and
follow it down to help protect it. They stay with it until it dies or is able to fly again.
Then, they launch out with another formation or catch up with the flock.

Lesson:

If

we huve fls much sense fis geese, we

dfficult times as when we are strong.

will sfund by each other in
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